We have also found that when the Cox number is large, the form of the Batchelor spectrum is followed [Dillon and Caldwell, 1980] . This led us to suspect that kc is always related to ks, even at large Cox numbers. After all, the large Cox number situation resembles more closely the condition assumed by Batchelor. To test this conjecture and to provide a conclusive test of the Batchelor scaling, we require a situation of large Cox number where • can be estimated by some method not dependent upon the assumptions used in the test quoted above. The microstructure instrument could then be dropped through the region, and the observed cutoff wave numbers could be compared with a Batchelor scale calculated from •. The boundary layer near the seabed offers such a situation. Using profiling speed sensors on a bottom-mounted tripod, we have been able to make measurements within the viscous sublayer and thereby accurately determine the stress at the seabed [Caldwell and Chriss, 1979]. With the sublayer stress measurements and 4290
If the theory put forward by Batchelor [1959] concerning small-scale variations in the spatial distribution of a passive contaminant in a turbulent fluid applies to the distribution of heat in the ocean, a smallest length scale exists on which appreciable temperature gradients will be found. This scale depends on the kinetic energy dissipation rate E as (vD2/E) i/4, where v is the kinematic viscosity and D is the thermal diffusivity.. Because this theory was derived for high Reynolds number, isotropic, homogenous turbulence, its relevance to the ocean must be shown. A decrease in the spectral intensity with wave number is indeed usually found in vertical temperature gradient spectra near the highest wave number observable. If a 'cutoff wave number' kc is defined as the wave number at which a given spectrum has dropped to 10% of its peak value, we can ask whether kc is related to the wave number ks ---- We have also found that when the Cox number is large, the form of the Batchelor spectrum is followed [Dillon and Caldwell, 1980 ]. This led us to suspect that kc is always related to ks, even at large Cox numbers. After all, the large Cox number situation resembles more closely the condition assumed by Batchelor. To test this conjecture and to provide a conclusive test of the Batchelor scaling, we require a situation of large Cox number where • can be estimated by some method not dependent upon the assumptions used in the test quoted above. The microstructure instrument could then be dropped through the Because the mean vertical temperature gradient is so small in the well-mixed region, it is plausible that the flow does resemble the constant-stress portion of an unstratified boundary layer. Stratification length scales are much larger than the layer thickness, so stratification is not likely to be important within the layer. Current velocities determined by the velocity profiler and by a rotor 0.6 m above the bed demonstrate the existence of a logarithmic layer. We have no current measurements above 1.6 m and so have no direct knowledge of the nature of the flow above. A test for consistency is discussed below.
In laboratory turbulent boundary layer flows, stress does not vary significantly with distance from the boundary, and the turbulence kinetic energy budget is dominated by a balance between the production of turbulence kinetic energy and its dissipation [Hinze, 1975, 
Using data from eight casts executed over a 5-day period, we compute the ratio kc/kB for 1-m segments of the water column. Points representing these ratios are indistinguishable from similar points representing data from the upper ocean for small Cox numbers (Figure 1) . Numerical tests show that within the statistical variations of these data, the two samples could be drawn from the same parent distribution. That is, within the scatter of the points, similar in the two data sets, the relationship between k½ and ks holds for this large Cox number case. Therefore increasing the Cox number does not break down the relationship. Our hypothesis that it is the assumptions required for the upper ocean test that failed is supported.
To render more plausible the assumption that the usual laboratory boundary layer assumptions apply well enough that ß can be estimated by u,3/kz, • can be calculated from the microstructure data by assuming k½ = ks and solving for • to yield
• = t,D:(2•rkc) n (4)
When such values of ß for the bottom layer are plotted versus z, the z dependence expected from (3) is confirmed [Newberger and Caldwell, 1980, Figures 2 and 3] . Thus the boundary layer assumptions are confirmed, and we may now conclude that the extent of temperature gradients is controlled by the Batchelor scale; gradients thinner than (vD2/•5) i/n will not be found.
